
HEINEKEN S BUSINESS MODEL

Through its subsidiaries, the company is primarily involved in the brewing and selling of beer. The structure of Heineken
Holding NV is divided into segments.

Heineken to target younger market as part of new growth strategy.? The outcomes of the cases are not shared
externally. Furthermore, the company also tailored its strategy locally in Mexico, where they launched a
Designated Driver Program to encourage attendees of to become or choose a designated driver for different
occasions. Heineken is thus, presented with a number of advantages, in which the long term clearly outweighs
the threats in establishing itself firmer in this emerging market. One expensive but effective strategy would be
to sign up a group of attractive females to wear Heineken clothing and to enter bars asking men to purchase
Heineken beers. It has set up HIV programs in sub-Saharan breweries to educate its personnel and besides that
founded African foundation programs such as Health clinics and malaria projects to better the lives of the
people in its direct surrounding. Heineken streamlines.? Entering the Latin American market, would enlarge
the brand awareness of Heineken. When expanding and attempting to increase their visibility, beer
manufacturers tend to get involved in joint ventures, various investments, and other arrangements which are
inherently risky. Employees with concerns or who are affected have various options to speak up: Contact a
trusted representative; Send an email to our Business Conduct team; Call the Integrity Line managed by an
external and independent party; Go online to our Speak Up service and file a report. The most important
stakeholders in these social dilemmas are the consumers. This is due to a number of reasons: Population
growth on the African continent is expected to grow from 1 billion as of today to 1. An environmental issue
that brewers cope with is the negative media of the use of alcohol. The program is presented in 92 universities
across the country and other youth organizations and events. In order to reduce this risk, my focus would not
be to expand, but to succeed in current more markets. Bnet, January Accessed May? The excessive use of
alcohol occurs is a global issue. Appropriate corrective and preventative actions are taken depending on the
nature and outcome of each case. The Heineken group has decided to do so after it has seen positive progress
in terms of political and social reforms in Burma. This is a way for the company to combat the threat of poor
education. Why is this an appealing emerging market? Reliance on suppliers and wholesalers is another
important element for beer manufacturers who do not fully operate their chain of operations. Heineken must
defend its image as a brewery, especially since the firm is leader of the industry. Some of the strategies
Heineken as the multinational organization can undertake is by introducing unreleased brands into the
continent. Furthermore, they advertising boarding on all major sponsorships or sports. While some of these
decisions are profitable, others fail and have adverse affects on the company's financial statements. We
support the idea to expand the measurements taken for Mexico to other countries with high fatality rates, for
instance in the United States where 31 percent of all accidents include fatality due to alcohol use in traffic in 
Measures that the firm has been taken include putting this message on all of their cans, bottles and packages.
Heineken - the next Starbucks?? Thus the issues discussed are of global relevance.


